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COMMSOFT HOSTS
CUSTOMERS FROM 12
COUNTRIES AT OASES USER
GROUP 2014
Commsoft, a world leader in aviation
engineering and maintenance
systems, was delighted to welcome
nearly 50 customer delegates from
12 different countries to its OASES
User Group 2014.
Read More

OGMA OF PORTUGAL SIGNS WITH OASES
Commsoft, a world leader in aviation engineering and maintenance
systems, is pleased to announce that OGMA, the Portuguese specialist
aviation company, has signed a 4 concurrent users, 5-year contract to
use OASES for its CAMO and engine support operations.
Commsoft’s flagship product, OASES is a ‘best-of-breed’ MRO IT system
which offers an industry-leading technical sophistication whilst being
intuitively user-friendly. OGMA will be using OASES to support an
international customer base, including third party airlines and corporate
aviation fleets.
To allow for scalability, OASES is structured in a modular format and
OGMA has selected the following modules: Core, Airworthiness,
Planning and Line Maintenance Control. To operate OASES, OGMA will
be taking advantage of Commsoft’s newly-expanded hosting
environment and the company has already planned for a prompt
implementation.
Established in 1918, OGMA was 65% privatised in 2005 and is today a
worldwide player in the aerospace MRO and manufacturing business,
holding a wide range of approvals – Continuing Airworthiness
Management Organisation (CAMO) EASA Part M Subpart G and Subpart
I, Aircraft Maintenance Organisation (MOA) EASA Part 145 and FAA Part
145 and Design Organisation Approval EASA Part 21 Subpart J. The
company is also an approved maintenance centre for several major
manufacturers, including Embraer, Lockheed Martin and Rolls-Royce.
Nick Godwin, Commsoft Managing Director, commented: “OGMA is a
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successful and growing business with an international reputation, so
we were delighted by their decision to choose OASES as their favoured
MRO IT system. It’s a decision that also provides further justification for
the investment we have made in providing customers with a Commsoft
hosting option.”
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